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ABSTRACT
Predicting trends in technological innovations holds critical impor-
tance for policymakers, investors, and other stakeholders within
the innovation ecosystem. This study approaches this challenge
by framing it as a time series prediction task. Recent efforts have
introduced diverse solutions utilizing convolutional neural net-
works, including distortion-aware convolutional neural networks.
While convolutional layers act as local pattern detectors, conven-
tional convolution matches local patterns in a rigid manner in the
sense that they do not account for local shifts and elongations,
whereas distortion-aware convolution incorporate the capability to
identify local patterns with flexibility, accommodating local shifts
and elongations. The resulting convolutional neural network, with
distortion-aware convolution, has exhibited superior performance
compared to standard convolutional networks in multiple time se-
ries prediction tasks. As a result, we advocate for the application
of distortion-aware convolutional networks in forecasting tech-
nological innovation trends and compare their performance with
conventional convolutional neural networks.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Forecasting trends in technological innovations is of high value
for policy makers, investors and other actors of the innovation
ecosystem. In this paper, we cast this task as a time series forecasting
problem.

Approaches for time series forecasting range from the well-
known autoregressive models [4] over exponential smoothing [12]
to solutions based on deep learning [10, 11, 16–19, 24, 26]. Among
the numerous techniques, a prominent family of methods include
forecast with convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [3, 20].

The inherent assumption behind CNNs is that local patterns are
characteristic to time series and future values of the time series may
be predicted based on those local patterns. While the operation of
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convolution plays the role of a local pattern detector, it matches
patterns in a rigid manner as it does not allow for local shifts and
elongations within the patterns. This issue has been addressed
by distortion-aware convolution and the resulting convolutional
neural network has been shown to outperform conventional convo-
lutional networks in case of several time series forecasting tasks [6].

For the aforementioned reasons, in this paper we propose to use
distortion-aware convolutional networks for forecasting trends in
technological innovations. We perform experiments on real-world
time series of the number of patents related to selected topics.
We compare the performance of distortion-aware convolutional
networks with conventional convolutional neural networks.

The reminder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we provide a short discussion of relatedworks.We review distortion-
aware convolutional networks in Section 3, followed by the experi-
mental results in Section 4. Finally, we conclude in Section 5.

2 RELATEDWORK
As we cast our problem as a time series forecasting task, we focus
our review of related works on time series forecasting. As men-
tioned previously, a prominent family of methods include forecast
techniques based on convolutional neural networks, recent surveys
about them have been presented by Lim et al. [17], Sezer et al. [21]
and Torres et al. [24].

An essential component of distortion-aware convolution is dy-
namic time warping (DTW). While DTW is one of the most suc-
cessful distance measures in the time series domain, see e.g. [25],
recent approaches integrate it with neural networks. For example,
Iwana et al. [14], Cai et al. [9] and Buza [5] used DTW to construct
features. In contrast, Afrasiabi et al. [1] used neural networks to
extract features and used DTW to compare the resulting sequences.
Shulman [22] proposed “an approach similar to DTW” to allow for
flexible matching in case of the dot product. DTW-NN [13] consid-
ered neural networks and replaced “the standard inner product of a
node with DTW as a kernel-like method”. However, DTW-NN only
considered multilayer perceptrons (MLP), whereas we focus on
convolutional networks. In the context of time series classification,
Buza and Antal proposed to replace the dot product in the con-
volution operation by DTW calculations [7]. In distortion-aware
convolution [6], DTW is used together with the dot product, but
the dot product itself is not modified.

3 BACKGROUND
We begin this section with a formal definition of our task followed
by a review of convolutional neural networks with distortion-aware
convolution [6].
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3.1 Problem Formulation
Given an observed time series 𝑥 = (𝑥1, . . . , 𝑥𝑙 ) of length 𝑙 , in our
case each 𝑥𝑖 represents the number of patents related to a given
topic in a month, we aim at predicting its subsequent ℎ values
𝑦 = (𝑥𝑙+1, . . . , 𝑥𝑙+ℎ), i.e., the number of patents in the subsequent ℎ
months. We say that ℎ is the forecast horizon and 𝑦 is the target.
Furthermore, we assume that a dataset 𝐷 is given which contains 𝑛
time series with the corresponding target:

𝐷 = {(𝑥 (𝑖 ) , 𝑦 (𝑖 ) )𝑛𝑖=1}. (1)

We use 𝐷 to train neural networks for the aforementioned predic-
tion task. We say that 𝑥 (𝑖 ) is the input of the neural network.

In our experiments, we assume that an independent dataset 𝐷∗

is given which can be used to evaluate the predictions of our model.
Similarly to 𝐷 , dataset 𝐷∗ contains pairs of input and target time
series. 𝐷∗ is called the test set.

3.2 The Distortion-aware Convolutional Block
The main idea behind distortion-aware convolution [6] is to calcu-
late, besides the dot products (or inner products), DTW distances
between the kernel and time series segments as well. This is illus-
trated in Fig. 1. Our distortion-aware convolutional block has two
output channels: one for dot products and another channel for the
DTW distances.

While in case of the dot product, higher similarity between
the time series segment and the pattern corresponds to higher
values, the opposite is true for the DTW distances. In case of DTW,
high similarity between the time series segment and the pattern is
reflected by a distance close to zero. Therefore, to make sure that
the activations on both channels are consistent, the activations of
the DTW channel of our distortion-aware convolutional block are
calculated as follows:

𝑜𝑢𝑡𝐷𝑇𝑊 (𝑡) = 1
1 + 𝐷𝑇𝑊 (𝑖𝑛[𝑡 : 𝑡 + 𝑠],𝑤) , (2)

where 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝐷𝑇𝑊 denotes the activation of the DTW channel of the
distortion-aware convolutional block, 𝑖𝑛[𝑡 : 𝑡 + 𝑠] is the segment
of the block’s input between the 𝑡-th and (𝑡 + 𝑠)-th position1, 𝑠 is
the size of the filter,𝑤 are the weights of the filter representing a
local pattern and 𝐷𝑇𝑊 (., .) is a function that calculates the 𝐷𝑇𝑊
distance between two time series segments.

Training neural networks with distortion-aware convolution
may be challenging because of the backpropagation of gradients
through the DTW calculations. The basic idea of training is to train
the network with conventional convolution instead of distortion-
aware convolution initially and add DTW-computations once the
weights of the convolutional layer have already been determined.
For details, see [6].

4 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
The goal of our experiments is to examine whether the neural
networks with distortion-aware convolution are more suitable for
forecasting technological trends compared to their counterparts
with conventional convolution.

1In Eq. (2) we use a Python-like syntax: the lower index, 𝑡 is inclusive, the upper index,
𝑡 + 𝑠 is exclusive in 𝑖𝑛[𝑡 : 𝑡 + 𝑠 ].

Figure 1: In case of distortion-aware convolution, addition-
ally to the dot product (top), DTW distances between the ker-
nel and time series segments are calculated (bottom). Thus,
our distortion-aware convolutional block has two output
channels: one for dot products and another channel for the
DTW distances scaled according to Eq. (2).

4.1 Data
Lens is a web-based service that offers global access to patent in-
formation, academic articles, regulatory databases, and additional
relevant materials.2 The platform is designed to simplify the explo-
ration and evaluation of intellectual property information while
promoting research and inventive activities. Lens grants compli-
mentary access to patent databases from more than 100 nations and
includes sophisticated search functionalities and analytical tools
for diverse research and analysis needs.

We extracted time series from the Lens patent database as fol-
lows. For selected topics identified by their Cooperative Patent
Classification (CPC) codes, we extracted the number of granted
patents as well as the number of patent applications per month
between January 1980 and December 2022. We considered the fol-
lowing topics: (a) “image or video recognition” (G06V), (b) “neural
networks” (G06N3/02), (c) “natural language processing” (G06F40)
and (d) all topics related to artificial intelligence. We considered the
number of patents separately for the most significant jurisdictions,
i.e., (a) United States of America, (b) China, (c) Korea, (d) Japan and

2http://lens.org
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Table 1:Mean absolute error (MAE) and rootmean squared er-
ror (RMSE) for forecasting the time series of granted patents
in case of our approach (DCNN) and the baseline (CNN).
Lower values indicate better performance.

juris- RMSE MAE
topic diction CNN DCNN CNN DCNN

image or US 165.9 106.0 131.2 92.7
video China 405.8 320.9 323.87 217.6
recognition Korea 13.9 27.7 12.4 19.9

Japan 55.9 49.8 39.9 37.8
Europe 34.5 34.7 32.3 32.9
ALL 494.7 399.6 416.8 341.3

neural US 10.7 9.1 9.4 7.9
networks China 5.6 5.5 3.8 3.7

Korea 6.3 2.3 5.4 2.1
Japan 3.5 2.9 2.5 2.0
Europe 2.7 1.6 2.2 1.2
ALL 7.6 8.3 6.3 6.7

natural US 19.7 15.1 14.8 12.0
language China 57.1 47.0 41.6 41.7
processing Korea 14.2 8.5 13.1 7.3

Japan 11.8 10.7 9.5 7.3
Europe 4.8 3.0 3.5 2.7
ALL 67.0 45.7 59.5 35.5

ALL US 270.2 216.9 224.1 196.4
China 870.2 1108.8 763.2 998.1
Korea 56.6 138.3 53.8 129.4
Japan 124.8 132.0 81.4 89.9
Europe 85.8 69.2 82.1 65.9
ALL 1045.1 1129.1 929.2 964.6

Figure 2: Total number of granted patents (red) and patent
applications (blue) for all the jurisdictions in the Lens data-
base related to “neural networks” (CPC: G06N3/02).

(e) Europe. Additionally, we considered the time series of the total
number of patents for all the jurisdictions of the database. Thus, we
considered in 48 time series in total, see also the first two columns
of Tab. 1 and Tab. 2. Two example time series are shown in Fig. 2.

For each time series, we trained the neural networks to predict
the number of granted patents (or patent applications, respectively)
for each month of a 6-monthly period, i.e., the forecast horizon
was ℎ = 6. As input, we used the number of granted patents (or
patent applications, respectively) in the previous 36 months. The

Table 2: Mean absolute error (MAE) and root mean squared
error (RMSE) for forecasting the time series of patent ap-
plications in case of our approach (DCNN) and the baseline
(CNN). Lower values indicate better performance.

juris- RMSE MAE
topic diction CNN DCNN CNN DCNN

image US 188.2 177.1 170.2 163.3
or video China 3405.0 1061.7 3375.4 1042.3
recognition Korea 128.9 70.8 99.7 69.4

Japan 103.8 106.4 87.1 66.1
Europe 51.9 55.5 45.0 49.4
ALL 3641.9 2110.5 3627.3 2027.8

neural xUS 79.8 15.3 76.9 12.7
networks China 21.2 20.8 16.8 19.0

Korea 44.6 6.8 43.7 6.2
Japan 13.9 7.1 13.5 4.8
Europe 15.8 5.9 14.9 4.4
ALL 267.7 45.6 262.7 38.6

natural US 64.1 68.7 55.5 64.6
language China 418.9 318.2 363.6 289.3
processing Korea 35.1 23.4 29.7 21.0

Japan 16.7 18.7 10.5 10.8
Europe 11.2 14.3 9.7 11.2
ALL 298.1 543.0 226.9 489.3

ALL US 532.3 329.1 458.9 311.3
China 6443.7 2784.2 6239.0 2386.5
Korea 405.4 216.8 340.2 180.8
Japan 224.8 228.1 159.1 128.6
Europe 130.0 163.5 97.5 121.3
ALL 5445.1 3355.8 5009.0 2547.0

data related to the years 1980...2019 was used as training data, while
the data from 2019...2022 was used as test data.

From the long time series corresponding years 1980...2019, we
extracted training instances with a moving window. This resulted in
10496 training instances in total which corresponds to 427 training
instance for each time series.

When evaluating the network on the test data, we used the
data from 2019...2021 as input data and the task was to predict the
number of granted patents (or patent applications, respectively) for
the first six month of 2022.

4.2 Experimental Settings
In order to assess the contribution of distortion-aware convolu-
tion, for each time series, we trained two versions of the neural
network: with and without distortion-aware convolution, and com-
pared the results. In the former case, the first hidden layer was a
distortion-aware convolutional layer (with both dot product and
DTW calculations), whereas in the later case, we used conventional
convolution (with dot product only).

For simplicity, we considered a convolutional network contain-
ing a single convolutional layer with 25 filters, followed by a max
pooling layer with window size of 2, and a fully connected layer
with 100 units. We set the size of convolutional filters to 9. The
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number of units in the output layer corresponds to the forecast
horizon, as each unit is expected to predict one of the numeric
values of the target time series. We trained the networks for 1000
epochs with the Adam optimizer [15] with learning rate of 10−5
and batch size of 16. The loss function was mean squared error.

We implemented our neural networks in Python using the Py-
Torch framework. In order to support reproduction of our work,
we made the implementation of our model publicly available in a
github repository. The code illustrates training and evaluation of
our model on standard benchmark datasets.3

We evaluated the predicted time series both in terms of mean
absolute error (MAE) and root mean squared error (RMSE). In
particular, we calculated MAE (and RMSE, respectively) for each
forecast time series.

As the goal of our experiments is to assess the contribution of
distortion-aware convolution, our baseline, denoted as CNN, is
the aforementioned neural network with conventional convolution
instead of distortion-aware convolution.

4.3 Results
Tab. 1 and Tab. 2 show our results in terms of MAE and RMSE.
Our approach, convolutional neural network with distortion-aware
convolution is denoted by DCNN, while CNN denotes the neural
network with conventional convolution. As one can see, in the
majority of the examined cases, DCNN outperforms CNN both in
terms of MAE and RMSE. In those cases when CNN performs better,
typically, both models are rather accurate (the error is low for both
models) or the difference is very small compared to the magnitude
of the error.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
In this paper, we focused on forecasting technological trends and
cast this task as a time series forecasting problem. We considered
a recent approach, convolutional neural networks with distortion-
aware convolution, which has not been used for this task previously.

We performed experiments on real-world time series represent-
ing the number of granted patents and patent applications related
to selected topics. Our observations show that convolutional neu-
ral networks with distortion-aware convolution are promising for
this task. Furthermore, combination of conventional convolutional
networks and neural networks with distortion-aware convolution
may be an interesting target of future works.

Last, but not least, we mention that time series are prominent
in various real-world applications [2, 23] and our approach can be
extended to handle other types of time series, such as multivariate
time series (or series of vectors) that can be compared with a more
general version of DTW, see e.g. [8].
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